
Agreement for Academic Gollaboration

This Agreement for Academic Collaboration is made on this the 19th Day of February, 2018 by and
between :

Aditya Degree College Kakinada, Andhra Pradesh (hereinafter referred to as First Party), which
expression shall unless repugnant to the context, be deemed to include its successors in title, in
interest and in rights etc., and permitted assigns, represented by its Principal Mr. B.E.V.L.Naidu.

and

6overnment General Hospital, Kakinada (hereinafter referred to as Second Party) which expression

shall unless repugnant to the context, be deemed to include its successors in title, in interest and in
rights etc., and permitted assigns, represented by its Medical Officer, A.R.T. Centre.

\X/hereas the First Party is offering M.Sc. Biochemistry and M.Sc. Microbiology courses in its College
affiliated to Adikavi Nannaya University, Rajahmundry to Experts in biochemistry and microbiology
to fulfill the needs at Global Level.

Whereas the Second Party is one of the old and premier Covernment Medical College in Andhra
Pradesh affiliated to Dr. NTR University of Health Sciences with a aim to provide quality medical

education to fulfill the needs of the society as per its socio-economic structure as enunciated in the
core principles.

The Purpose of this Academic Collaboration is to do project works by the students of first party
under the guidance Government General Hospital with practical exposure to better serve the society

and to more strengthen the academics of its college.

Both the parties entered into this agreement on the following terms and conditions.

l. As per the request of the First Party, the second party is agreed to inyolve the students of the
first party during their study of course to do the projects at the campus of second party.

2. The students of the First Party shall attend the Second Party premises for doing projects

Purpore.
3. The Second party is agreed to conduct the guest lectures by its subject experts to the students

of the First party at Aditya Degree College.
4. The first party is agreed to provide all necessary infrastructure at their campus to conduct

guest lectures.
5. The Second Party is agreed to supply all the necessary items on need basis to do the projects

works of the students of the First Party.
5. The First party is agreed to pay the necessary fee to the Second Party from time to time to

offer its valuable services.

This Agreement is a statement of intent to foster genuine and mutually beneficial collaboration.
Both the parties welcome this Agreement for cooperation and jointly agree to the provisions as set

out above. This Agreement will be effective from the date of its signing.

lN WITNESS UUEHEREOF the parties hereto have set their signatures in token of their acceptance of
the terms and conditions contained herein.
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